1) Report from Charles Placek, ND Commissioner
   b. August 2013 ICAOS annual business meeting in Boston, MA.
   c. Misdemeanor rule as it relates to new DUI law and unsupervised probation vs monitored conditions. (See page 2 for sample language for flyer.)

2) Interstate Compact 2013 rule changes effective March 2014
   a. Rule 1.101 revised definitions – abscond, warrant and violent offender (Rule 5.102)
   b. Rule 3.101-1 (amendment) mandatory transfers
   c. Rule 3.102 (amendment) transfer request, offender living in receiving state
   d. Rule 3.104-1 (amendment) accepting offender/issuing reporting instructions
   e. Rule 3.107 (amendment) transfer request
   f. Rule 4.109 (amendment) violation reports
   g. Rule 4.112 (amendment) closing supervision
   h. Rule 5.101 (amendment) discretionary retaking by sending state
   i. Rule 5.101-1 (new) pending felony or violent crime charge
   j. Rule 5.102 (amendment) mandatory retaking for new felony
   k. Rule 5.103 (amendment) mandatory retaking for violating conditions
   l. Rule 5.105 (amendment) time allowed for retaking offender
   m. Rule 5.108 (amendment) probable cause hearing in receiving state
   n. Rule 6.103 (amendment) enforcement actions against defaulting state

3) Rules Training
   a. Municipal Court Judges in October 2013
   b. Parole/Probation new staff throughout the year
   c. Strategies and goals for ongoing/future training needs

4) Interstate Compact Offender Tracking System (ICOTS)
   a. Public web portal at https://pwp.interstatecompact.org/PWP/. This Web site allows the public to search for information about offenders who have completed the transfer process to another state or are in another state with permission while the transfer of supervision is under consideration.
   b. Interstate compact activity

5) Open discussion, roundtable
   a. 2014 meeting dates (keep May and October?)
   b. Indian reservation restrictions in other states (if time permits)
ALERT! IF YOU ARE FROM OUT/STATE, YOUR **UNSUPERVISED MISDEMEANOR** PROBATION MAY REQUIRE TRANSFER.

IS YOUR SENTENCE ONE YEAR OR MORE?  ___YES  ___NO
IS YOUR OFFENSE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING?  ___YES  ___NO
   a. DOMESTIC VIOLENCE OR ASSAULT
   b. USE OR POSSESS A FIREARM
   c. 2ND OR MORE DUI
   d. REGISTERED SEX OFFENDER

IF YOU ANSWERED **YES TO BOTH QUESTIONS**, YOU CANNOT LEAVE NORTH DAKOTA WITHOUT PERMISSION FROM THE ND DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL 701-xxx-xxxx.
The Interstate Compact State Council convened at 10:00 a.m. on October 15, 2013 in the Department of Corrections conference room.

Members present:
- Leann Bertsch, Director, DOCR
- Judge Donald Jorgenson
- Senator Stanley Lyson (via phone)
- Charles Placek, ND Commissioner
- Wade Enget, (via phone)

Members absent:
- Representative Larry Klemin
- Heidi Smith, Victim Representative

Staff present:
- Ken Sorenson, Assistant ND Attorney General
- Amy Vorachek, ND Compact Administrator, DOCR

1. Report from Charles Placek, ND Commissioner
   b. August 2013 ICAOS annual business meeting in Boston, MA.
   c. Council members discussed the misdemeanor rule as it relates to new DUI law and unsupervised probation vs monitored conditions. Second offense DUI convictions in municipal and district courts would trigger compact; receiving states may not be able to comply with 24-7. Could there be a caveat for out of state alternative programs such as a non-state resident offender could provide compliance with sobriety at cost of offender. The Interim Judiciary Committee will be reviewing the new DUI law. Council members advised Commissioner Placek to set up an appointment with the interim committee. Council members also reviewed sample language for an informational flyer to be distributed to offenders. It was suggested to incorporate information into a DUI advisory and distribute at initial appearance or arraignment.

2. Amy Vorachek reviewed the Interstate Compact 2013 rule changes that will go into effect March 2014
   a. Rule 1.101 revised definitions – abscond, warrant and violent offender (Rule 5.102)
   b. Rule 3.101-1 (amendment) mandatory transfers
   c. Rule 3.102 (amendment) transfer request, offender living in receiving state
   d. Rule 3.104-1 (amendment) accepting offender/issuing reporting instructions
   e. Rule 3.107 (amendment) transfer request
f. Rule 4.109 (amendment) violation reports
   g. Rule 4.112 (amendment) closing supervision
   h. Rule 5.101 (amendment) discretionary retaking by sending state
   i. Rule 5.101-1 (new) pending felony or violent crime charge
   j. Rule 5.102 (amendment) mandatory retaking for new felony
   k. Rule 5.103 (amendment) mandatory retaking for violating conditions
   l. Rule 5.105 (amendment) time allowed for retaking offender
   m. Rule 5.108 (amendment) probable cause hearing in receiving state
   n. Rule 6.103 (amendment) enforcement actions against defaulting state

3. Intestate Compact Training
   a. In October Commissioner Placek and Amy provided IC training to the Municipal Court Judges at their annual training.
   b. Janice Young and Amy continue to provide Parole/Probation staff training throughout the year. Their next staff training will be at the October Parole/Probation in-service. Commissioner Placek asked that the new rule changes be reviewed at the in-service.
   c. A DOCR IC Steering Committee has been coordinated to assist with training and forming best practices. The goal will be to initially meet quarterly.

4. Open discussion, roundtable
   a. Commissioner Placek distributed the 2013 Annual Report from the National Interstate Compact Office.
   b. It was agreed to continue to meet in May and October in 2014.
   c. Indian reservation restrictions in other states (if time permits)

The meeting adjourned at 11:40 a.m.